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Inferential Statistics
Group of people solve difficult problem – apply to larger set
Inferential statistics – make general conclusions going beyond particular research
Z scores, the normal curve, sample versus population and probability

Z Score
Particular score fitting in overall group of scores
how much it is above or below the average
I am good at math՚s (1 means not at all , 8 means very good) – mean is 4 and SD is 2. If I rate myself 8 it means it is 8 - 4 = 4.
It is more than SD by 2.
Z score is the number of standard deviations the actual score is above or below the mean. If the actual score is above the
mean, the Z score is positive. If the actual score is below the mean, the Z score is negative.
SD becomes a kind of yardstick, a unit of measure in its own right.
Shows where a particular score fall on NPC

Z Score and Raw Score
raw score is ordinary score (or any number in a distribution) before it has been made into a Z score or otherwise transformed
Ruler with cm & inches – raw score and z score
A Z score is the number of standard deviations by which the raw score is above or below the mean.

Deviation Score =
If you know Z score, mean and standard deviation – you can find the number

Z Score Facts
The mean of any distribution of Z scores is always 0.
Sum of positive and negative scores is zero
Standard Deviation of Z Score distribution is 1
If a distribution of raw scores is positively skewed, the distribution of Z scores will also be positively skewed.
A Z score is also called a standard score. Z scores have standard values for the mean and the standard deviation. Z scores
provide a kind of standard scale of measurement for any variable. (Sometimes standard score is used only when the Z scores
are for a distribution that follows a normal curve.)

Normal Curve
Unimodal symmetrical curve
Researchers compare actual distribution to normal curve (mathematical distribution)
Distribution do not match normal curve perfectly
Called Gaussian distribution after the astronomer Karl Friedrich Gauss
Recall numbers – affected by noise, mood, letter combinations
Unimodal score
Unimodal distribution with most of the scores near the middle and fewer at the extremes. It also creates a distribution that is
symmetrical, because the number of letters recalled is as likely to be above as below the middle
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Example IQ 100 and SD 15 then range is 85 - 115
labeled “% Mean to Z,” gives the percentage of scores between the mean and that Z score.
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IQ scores where M = 100 and SD = 15.
Example 1: If a person has an IQ of 125, what percentage of people have higher IQs?
Z = (x-m) /SD, Z = (125 – 100) /15 =+ 1.67.
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If a person has an IQ of 95, what percentage of people have higher IQs?
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Example IQ 100 and SD 15 then range is 85 - 115
labeled “% Mean to Z,” gives the percentage of scores between the mean and that Z score.
with a Z score of 1.67, the number of scores above it has to be somewhere between 16 % and 2 % .
1.67 in the “Z” column goes with 4.75 in the “% in Tail” column.

Sample and Population
Population entire group of people to which a researcher intends the results of a study to apply; larger group to which
inferences are made on the basis of the particular set of people (sample) studied.
Sample scores of the particular group of people studied; usually considered to be representative of the scores in some larger
population.
Cooking rice – whole pot is population, you taste a sample
Wy, we research? To make generalizations and predictions
Study sample of individuals who are believed to be representative of the general population
The sample is what is studied, and the population is an unknown about which researchers draw conclusions based on the
sample
Random selection – put name on balls and mix and shake it and select blind-foldedly – random process that each member
has equal chance of getting selected
Haphazard selection – pick a population from extreme values
In random sampling, the sample is chosen from among the population using a completely random method, so that each
individual has an equal chance of being included in the sample. In haphazard sampling, the researcher selects individuals who
are easily available or who are convenient to study.
Psychologists usually study samples and not populations because it is not practical in most cases to study the entire
population.
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Sampling error – due to easy availability etc.
Quota sampling can produce biasness, Interviewers were assigned a fixed number of persons to interview, with strict quotas
to fill in all the categories that seemed important, such as residence, sex, age, race, and economic status.

Population Parameter and Sample Statistic
Population Parameter
actual value of the mean, standard deviation, and so on, for the population; usually population parameters are not known,
though often they are estimated based on information in samples.
population mean

.

population variance

.

population standard deviation

.

Sample Statistics
descriptive statistics, such as the mean or standard deviation, figured from the scores in a group of people studied.
sample mean

.

sample variance

.

sample standard deviation

.

Rice is cooked – explains about the whole rice from sample. The mean, variance, and standard deviation of a population are
called population parameters
The mean, variance, and standard deviation you figure for the scores in a sample are called sample statistics

Probability
Probability
Probability - expected relative frequency of an outcome, the proportion of successful outcomes to all outcomes.
Outcome - term used in discussing probability for the result of an experiment (or almost any event, such as a coin coming up
heads or it is raining tomorrow) .
Frequency is how many times something happens
The relative frequency is the number of times something happens relative to the number of times it could have happened; that
is, relative frequency is the proportion of times something happens.
(A coin might come up heads 8 times out of 12 flips, for a relative frequency of 8 > 12, or 2 > 3.) Expected relative frequency is
what you expect to get in the long run if you repeat the experiment many times. (In the case of a coin, in the long run you
would expect to get 1/2 heads) . This is called the long run relative-frequency interpretation of probability.
We also use probability to express how certain we are that a particular thing will happen. This is called the subjective
interpretation of probability. Suppose that you say there is a 95 % chance that your favorite restaurant will be open tonight.
Toss – chance of head or tail is 50 %
In a class has 200 people in it, and 30 are seniors. If you were to pick someone from the class at random, the probability of
picking a senior would be 30/200, or 0.15. This is because there are 30 possible successful outcomes (getting a senior) out of
20 possible outcomes

Range of Probability
Probability of getting 9 & above is 3/50
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A probability is a proportion, the number of possible successful outcomes to the total number of possible outcomes. A
proportion cannot be less than 0 or greater than 1. In terms of percentages, proportions range from 0 % to 100 % .
0.15 probability indicates 15 % chance
For example, p < . 05 means “the probability is less than . 05.”
Probability for multiple outcomes – flip coin twice & get head both times
Percentage of scores between any two Z scores is known. The percentage of scores between any two Z scores is the same as the
probability of selecting a score between those two Z scores.
Probability of a score being between the mean and a Z score of + 1 is about . 34

Conditional Probability
Greater the number of exposures is, the greater is the number of words remembered. The actual number of words
remembered from the list might well be different for people other than introductory students.
Whenever possible, researchers report the proportion of individuals approached for the study who actually participated in the
study. This is called the response rate.

Probability Rules – Addition, Multiplication, Conditional Cases
The addition rule (also called the or rule) is used when there are two or more mutually exclusive outcomes
“Mutually exclusive” means that, if one outcome happens, the others can՚t happen. For example, heads or tails on a single
coin flip are mutually exclusive because the result has to be one or the other, but can՚t be both
With mutually exclusive outcomes, the total probability of getting either outcome is the sum of the individual probabilities.
Thus, on a single coin flip, the total chance of getting either heads (which is . 5) or tails (also . 5) is 1.0 (. 5 plus . 5) .
Multiplication rule figures the probability of getting both of two (or more) independent outcomes. Independent outcomes are
those for which getting one has no effect on getting the other. For example, getting a head or tail on one flip of a coin is an
independent outcome from getting a head or tail on a second flip of a coin.
The probability of getting both of two independent outcomes is the product of (the result of multiplying) the individual
probabilities. For example, on a single coin flip, the chance of getting a head is . 5. On a second coin flip, the chance of getting
a head (regardless of what you got on the first flip) is also . 5. Thus, the probability of getting heads on both coin flips is . 25
A conditional probability is the probability of one outcome, assuming some other outcome will happen. That is, the
probability of the one outcome depends on is conditional on the probability of the other outcome. Thus, suppose if you watch
Examrace Videos, chances of scoring increases from 50 % to 80 % .
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